
Monologue Jokes 
 

Burt Shavitz, founder of Burt’s Bee’s Wax died this week.  The 
chapstick innovator will be laid to rest in the little crack between 
the console and the passenger’s side seat. 

Indiana Pacers forward Paul George received a $35,000 fine from the 
NBA for using a swear word while criticizing a referee.  In related 
news, my Dad owes the NBA $740,000,000. 

In a recent interview, George Lucas compared the Disney corporation to 
“white slavers.”  Lucas plans to expose this slave trade in his new 
film: Jar-Jar Unchained. 
    



Bill Cosby has been charged with sexual assault stemming from a 2006 
incident where he allegedly slipped a sedative into his victim’s 
drink. Check Cosby out on Jerry Seinfeld’s new web show: Comedians in 
Cars Getting Coffee with Lids. 

The US average for gasoline has hit $2.00 per gallon, the lowest since 
2009.  Good news for the US economy.  Great news for frugal arsonists! 

Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg said he will use artificial intelligence to 
create his own personal assistant.  The initial prototypes for the 
digital employee haven’t been productive because they keep checking 
Facebook. 

A new report revealed that CEOs for large FORTUNE 500 companies make 
an average of $6,000/hr.  So go ahead office workers, feel free to 
steal a couple Post-It Notes tomorrow. 

Kylie Jenner holds 2015’s record for “likes” on Instagram with over 1 
billion.  When Jenner was told she had more likes than she’d ever be 
able to count she replied, “Wow!   Twelve!” 

Rapper Fabolous gave his 7-year-old son, Johan, two $34,000 Rolex 
watches for his birthday.  They will be useful when Johan starts 
learning about time...like the time his dad blew his college savings 
fund.   

David Bowie passed away this week at the age of 67.  The eccentric 
rock icon will have a traditional funeral service with flowers, 
pallbearers and a choir of androgynous bedazzled spider-aliens. 

A new iPhone app lets users scan a food item in a restaurant and 
report what type of fart it will produce.  The scanner will be useful 
in most restaurants, except in Chipotle when it will read “All of them 
at once.” 

Uber says it has given 1 billion rides since 2010 which has broken the 
record set by your mama. 

A new Highway Safety Study found that consuming marijuana does not 
increase the risk of a car crash.  However, it does increase the risk 
of a trip to Taco Bell.   

In Houston, a man shut down a major highway so he could propose to his 
girlfriend.  Enraged motorists were happy to show the man which finger 
the engagement ring does not go on.  

A new study shows that restaurant customers are more likely to order 
dessert when their server is overweight.  The same study shows that 
customers are more likely to order alcohol when their server is David 
Hasselhoff. 



Desk Bits: 

Amazon Product Reviews - Host reads real reviews of ridiculous Amazon 
products. 

ex. Hutzler 571 Banana Slicer by Hutzler Manufacturing Co. 
  
"What can I say about the 571B Banana Slicer that hasn't already been 
said about the wheel, penicillin, or the iPhone?" - Mrs Toledo 

"Gone are the days of biting off slice-sized chunks of banana and 
spitting them onto a serving tray…. ” - N. Krumpe 

"As shown in the picture, the slicer is curved from left to right. All 
of my bananas are bent the other way.”   -J. Anderson 

Middle School Production - Basically the Reverse of Jimmy Fallon’s 
“Kid Theater. ”  Have 5th graders reenact heavy scenes from popular 
plays, books and movies. 

ex. From All Quiet on the Western Front - 12 year old plays the part 
of Paul Baumer, who in the scene just stabbed a French Soldier. 

“I didn't want to kill you. I tried to keep you alive. If you jumped 
in here again, I wouldn't do it. You see when you jumped in here you 
were my enemy, and I was afraid of you. But you're just a man like me, 
and I killed you. Forgive me, comrade. Say that for me. Say you 
forgive me. Oh, no. You're dead.” 



New Star Wars Characters - Costume Piece. Merchandising has gotten out 
of control with Star Wars.  Hosts reveals names of new Star Wars 
characters which are just thinly-veiled product placements. 

Wish I May - Host wishes from a magic genie bottle and it always ends 
up backfiring. 

Bagpipe Karaoke - Audience member attempts to do a verse of a popular 
song with bagpipe accompaniment.   

Fan Mail - Hosts writes fan mail to people in the news. 

Amendments to the Constitution - Similar to Bill Maher’s New Rules 
segment, these would be laws to be signed into effect. 
!  4
Tailgating Games - Unveil new games a-la Cornhole and Ladder ball.  
Make relevant to celebrity stories ex. Donald Trump’s Hair Toss (ring 
toss with a mannequin head and a blond wig.) 

Can You Feel It? - Host and Celebrity Guest put their fingers through 
a wall and touch things on the other side.  They each get a guess 
until one of them wins.   

Field Reporting - Off set pre-taped where an intern is reporting from 
a different field (wheat, grass, oil, mine, magnetic, Field, MN). 



SKETCH 1 - NFL CONCUSSION PROTOCOL

The NFL has appointed a special bi-partisan doctor to
evaluate all of the concussion cases to avoid conflict of
interests that might arise from using team doctors.
However, the supposedly neutral doctor is very heavily
involved in Fantasy Sports.

Int. - Day - Doctor’s Office

DOCTOR
Monday’s are jam packed now that
the NFL won’t allow team doctors to
do concussion testing. Who’s up
first?

ASSISTANT
First, we have LeSean McCoy of the
Buffalo Bills. he had 8 carries for
71 yards.

DOCTOR
OK LeSean, you had uh...I guess a
so-so game today. We’re going to
ask you a few questions to ensure
you don’t have a traumatic brain
injury. Repeat these words: tree,
pocket, rooftop.

LESEAN
Tree, pocket, rooftop.

DOCTOR
Repeat this number backwards: 631.

LESEAN
136.

DOCTOR
Good. We’ll see you out there
Sunday!

LeSean leaves. Doctor talks to his Assistant.

DOCTOR
So, how’d your fantasy team do this
week?

ASSISTANT
Eh, just ok.
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DOCTOR
I got creamed. I lost a lot of
money.

ASSISTANT
How much?

DOCTOR
Let’s just say it’s a good thing I
know how to replace kneecaps.
Who’s next?

ASSISTANT
Ok. Next we have Antonio Brown.
Antonio had 160 yards receiving
with 2 touchdowns against the
Seahawks.

DOCTOR
Damn, son! You’re on my fantasy
team. You’re a points machine. I
gotta start you next week.

ANTONIO BROWN
My head really hurts.

DOCTOR
Eh, I’m sure you’re fine. Man,
you’re going to be smoking those
clowns from New England next
Sunday. Then I can beat Dr.
O’Connell and win my money back.

ANTONIO BROWN
I’m having a lot of memory loss. I
can’t really remember anything I
said after the game or remember
anything I said after the game
either.

DOCTOR
Yeah, the Patriots’ secondary is
soft. You’re going to light them
up! I’m counting on you. Make
daddy that cash! Besides you don’t
have a concussion. If you did,
you’d be puking all over the place.

Antonio Brown vomits. The Doctor ignores him.

DOCTOR
Anyway, let’s get on to the test.
Repeat this word: ball.
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ANTONIO BROWN
Ball?

DOCTOR
Jeez! Killing it! Ok, what team did
you just play against?

ANTONIO BROWN
Um...

DOCTOR
They are birds that fly over the
water. C’mon, I need you next
week...

ANTONIO BROWN
I, uh...

DOCTOR
They’re hawks that live near the
sea. They’re the sea...

ANTONIO BROWN
Horses?

The Doctor cuts him off.

DOCTOR
...hawks! Sea hawks! You got it!
Mark him down as clear. Go get ’em
next week.

The Doctor tussles Antonio’s head and slaps him on the rear
enthusiastically as he leaves.

ASSISTANT
Ok, next we have Tom Brady.

DOCTOR
Ugh...this son-of-a-bitch.

ASSISTANT
He had 320 yards passing, no
interceptions, 3 touchdowns and an
almost perfect passer ratings.

DOCTOR
Yeah...I know. That’s Doctor
O’Connell’s starting quarterback.

Tom Brady enters.
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DOCTOR
Ok, pretty boy, I’m going to ask
you a few questions. If you answer
correctly, you can play next week.
If not, I’m afraid we’ll have to
bench you. OK? Where are you right
now?

TOM BRADY
I’m in the NFL Medical Center.

DOCTOR
Actually, you’re at the NFL FanDuel
Medical Center brought to you by
Draft Kings. Repeat this number
backwards: 1453246

TOM BRAD
642...

DOCTOR(INTERRUPTING)
9! 7! 14! Mess up!

TOM BRADY

...3541.

DOCTOR
Damn. Ok. Last question. If you
get this right, you can play next
week. How do we solve the race
problem in America?

TOM BRADY
Pardon?

DOCTOR
Yeah, these are standard questions.

TOM BRADY
I don’t know if I can-

DOCTOR
Listen pal, if you can’t answer it
then I’m afraid you can’t play next
week. Now please explain how we can
solve the deeply ingrained
pervasive race problems that plague
our country.

TOM BRADY
Well, I guess I’d tackle it a few
ways. I think that we need to
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TOM BRADY
address the justice system that is
systemically structured to target
minorities. I’d also look at
increasing mixed-income housing.
Finally, we should subsidize
low-interest loans for minorities
to build small businesses.

DOCTOR
Is that it?

TOM BRADY
I think so.

DOCTOR
Ha! You forgot to include a STEM
education program in school
districts with high concentrations
of minority students. You idiot!
You clearly have a concussion.

TOM BRADY
What? Can you do another test?

Doctor pulls an examination light closer to Tom Brady.

DOCTOR
Fine. Look into this light please.

Doctor smashes the whole apparatus over Tom Brady’s head.

DOCTOR
Slow reaction time. Classic
concussion. I hope your Calvin
Klein’s keep your buns nice and
toasty because you’re going to be
warming the bench next week.

TOM BRADY
No way!

DOCTOR
Guy with concussion says "what?"

TOM BRADY
What?

DOCTOR
You’re benched! Now get the hell
out of here!

End.
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SKETCH 2 - ALLY AND DANA

Written for a Weekend Update re-occurring character
appearance. Ally and Dana are an improv duo who are
long-time roommates. When they’re mad at each other, they
work it out on stage.

COLIN JOST
We here at Saturday Night Live are
always looking for the new hottest
acts in comedy. We’ve heard a lot
about this next improv duo, please
welcome Ally and Dana.

Ally and Dana enter. Ally’s arms are crossed. Dana waves.

COLIN JOST
Now we’ve heard a lot about you.
People say that you’re really in
synch with each other.

DANA
Yeah, well we’re roommates too so
we’re always in each other’s
business.

ALLY(JOKING BUT NOT)
You can say that again!

DANA
We just have a deep connection that
only two women who have lived in
the same 300 square foot apartment
for seven years straight can have.

COLIN JOST
Well, we’d love to see some improv.

DANA
Great, I’ll need an audience
suggestion for a character.

Audience is silent.

ALLY
Oh, I heard: Woman Who Doesn’t Pay
Her Rent on Time. That will be
perfect you, Dana.

DANA
Hmm. How about another suggestion
for a character? I heard: Woman
Who Tried to Lose 10 pounds with
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DANA
the Paleo Diet but quit after 4
days. You should be good with that,
right Ally?

Short awkward silence. They both stare each other down.

COLIN JOST
Is everything OK?

ALLY & DANA
Yes.

COLIN JOST
It just seems like you two might be
mad at each other or something.

Ally and Dana are becoming increasingly withdrawn.

DANA
No, no. Everything is fine. Let’s
switch it up. Could you suggest a
place, Colin?

COLIN JOST
How about a grocery store?

DANA
Great! We’ll take it from there.

They act out pushing a cart, reaching for things on a shelf.
Dana is enthusiastic. Ally is going through the motions.

DANA
Hey, I think we’re out of peanut
butter. I prefer my men like I
prefer my peanut butter: smooth and
not chunky.

ALLY
Well, your preference sure didn’t
stop you from having sex with
Robbie!

DANA
I thought we weren’t going to
talk...haha! Yes. I forgot about
Robbie, the famous space astronaut.

ALLY
He’s not an astronaut. He’s my
freaking step-brother Dana!
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DANA
We can’t do this now!

ALLY
Oh, but you can just "do" my family
members whenever you want?

COLIN JOST
Ladies! This doesn’t seem like a
good time. Should we reschedule?

DANA
No. Everything’s fine. Just give
us another place.

COLIN JOST
Ok, how about the beach?

DANA
No! No. We probably don’t want to
bring up anything that happened at
the beach.

COLIN JOST
Why not?

ALLY(ACCUSATORY)
Yeah, Dana. Why don’t we talk
about the beach? What did I find
out that you did at the beach,
Dana?

MICHAEL CHE
I’ll bet it has something to do
with Robbie.

DANA
Shut up!

COLIN JOST
Listen, this might not be the best
time.

DANA
Ha. That’s...that’s wha-what you
don’t understand. We’ve been
making up this scene all along.
Right, Ally?

ALLY
Yeah. It’s fake. Like someone
else I know.
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DANA
And scene?

COLIN JOST
Ally and Dana everyone!

They leave the stage bickering.

End.


